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VOICES FROM NSUKKA

1. Students
and the
Art of Poetry

PETER THOMAS

CAN ONE TEACH" Creative Writing? " Surely all writers - poets
particularly - are born, not made. If a man (or woman) is not
already writing, and has been since early childhood, because of
some long compulsion to organise experience through words, no
amount of training will suddenly conjure an artist out of the dead
wood. So I thought in Ghana six years ago, when a directive from
the Ministry of Education instructed all English Departments to
establish courses, run classes - and let there be Creative Writers!

My own response was to invite any pupils of mine who were
writing for their own satisfaction beyond the requirements of the
curriculum to let me know and I would do what I could to help
them with critical advice. The most enthusiastic came from the
junior classeS of the Secondary School where I was trying to set
going a course in Spoken English and several. bright boys had
progressed from composing speech exercises to attempting more
serious verses of their own, many of which showed a latent talent
for exploiting the sounds of the language and a gift for imagery that
only needed direction to become impressive and compelling. From
David Holbrook's chapter 'Making things up' in English lor
Maturity (CUP, 19'61) and Margaret Langdon's little book on
"intensive writing" Let the Children Write (Longmans, 1961)
from which some of my adult students have profited, it seems that
teachers in England have had similar experiences with the children
in their classes. Indeed, the wide response to the latter experiment
indicates that this may be happening the world over.

It suggests, too, that there may well 'be a "poet-in-us-all" to
whom the determined and devoted artist can still address himself
despite the critic and that, dlough, -as Holbrook writes, "few, if
any, of our pupils will go on writing poetry when they leave
school ", nevertheless they can be made aware of the " way of seeing
things" that poetry is and of the "joy, even hilarity" which
marks that vision. If cltis is true of schoolchildren, one would hope
it to remain so of university students also, supposing them to have
survived me cult of "appreciation" upon which Karl Shapiro
pours much-merited scorn in his In Defence of Ignorance (Random
House, 1952-60) (from which the phrases in italics are quoted).

Unfortunately, in the four years I have 'been responsible for roe
Creative Writing Course in Verse at Nsukka, too many otherwise
promising candidates have presented work already marred by the
"Culture Cult" of so-called "Modern Poetry and Modern
Criticism". If any of them is to be liberated into a reasonable
chance of becoming a true poet, he must first be diabused of this
appalling fallacy. I am still not satisfied that I have convinced as
many as I could wish how necessary it is for them to set aside " all
the mistaken approaches" to the art they would practice and start
again with "minds washed free" of this contemporary and
contemptible cant.
WHAT IS ENCOURAGING, however, is that anyone has come to me at
all- though this has been happening ever since I became a teacher
and any pupil of mine got wind of the fact·that I also tried to write
poems. Long before I left England or was involved in an official
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" course", I found myself being approaohed by shy young would
be writers, not only of poems but also of stories and plays, wanting
to know if their work was " any good " and how could they improve
it. This incurred long hours of "extra-curricular" reading and
discussion, but if it has enabled any of them to find a voice I
cannot feel it has been time wasted.

While I still largely agree with Shapiro that there is "no
specific training required for the neophyte pO'et" I am also con
vinced that if he is to be directed at all (and many seem to feel
they need direction) it is better done by a fellow-artist in whose
experience he can place some confidence than by anyone else. After
all, painters, sculptors, musicians and actors undergo a training
through-apprenticeship in their particular skills before they" take
off" on their own. And one gathers from Sir Arthur Grimble's
Return to the Islands that Polynesian poets are not above consulting
their peers. In this, it seems to me, American Universities with their
various "artists in residence" are much in advance of British
institutions that leave young poets contemptuously to their own
devices, not only in forming their styles but in finding a market for
their wares. Again, if any Nigerian student has placed his work
through efforts of encouragement of mine, that is reward enough for
the time I have spent talking about his work and suggesting where
it might be offered.

One young man, who has now laid the foundations for what I
hope will be a merited reputation, was kind enough a year ago to
express his thanks by letter. "There are ", he wrote, "two things
that help to make a poet. He must have the gift within him and he
must develop the art to put across his natural gift. In other words,
poets may be born, but the art of writing poetry requires some
technique and development.... Mr Echeruo [a Nigerian colleague
now on study leave in the US] was the first to notice that I had
something of a poet in me. You have . . . brought out or have given
the directions for the poetry to come out." While contributing on
poetry and drama to The Ghanaian (1958-60), I wrote a series of
articles under ,the title "Wanted, An African Muse ", urging
against the old prejudice that West African landscape and climate
provided" too brutalising an atmosphere" for a developed poetry
the need for West African poets to "speak that landscape" for
themselves. By this, I meant something more (and other) than
" Nature poetry" in the Romantic manner and was pleased that me
first "tutorial" essay I ever received at Nsukka made the point
that such poetry was impossible and unnecessary for Nigerians.

What I had in mind was a poetry of this land, this people, rather
than something fashioned after foreign models and foreign idioms
of approach. It so happens that the language is English though the
poets are Nigerians, but since I came here I have seen that work
attempted with fair success. Poets in Nigeria, indeed, seem to find
a more attentive audience and to be held in higher esteem than
obtains in the Western Technocracies.* Insofar as I have been able
to "direct" such talent as has come to my notice here, certain
interesting problems have arisen in matching the language chosen
to the end in view. . . .

* On the 'sudden efflorescence of poetry in Nigeria, cf. the Introduction to
Modern Poetry from Africa, ed. Gerald Moore & UUi Beier. (penguin
·African Library, 1963).



WHEN ENGLISH IS A "SECOND LANGUAGE ", those problems are
acute and special; the successes perhaps even more satisfying than
are those of the native English-speaker, whether British or
American. Possibly because of the " exam readings" to which our
students are subjected. I find that most of my neophytes reproduce
the idioms and cliches of anything from Elizabethan to Romantic
writers without being aware that such phrases now seem archaic or
affected and are most certainly defunct. They will even" lift" or
" echo" complete lines from Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth or
Keats and tell me afterwards they have no recollection of ever
having seen the poem quoted.

Apart from fairly obvious things, like" thee" and" thou" (with
or without the verbal inflections that should follow, I don't know
which is worse) and the redundant auxiliary" did ", one gets such
phrases as "yonder east/west/hill/hamlet" or whatever; such
epithets as "litllesome", "balmy", "hapless" - even "so fair
and bright" in a single line or " the sweetness of glorious morn
ing ", where obviously the writer's grasp has relaxed or attention
wandered and instead of making the language work he is asking
it to do the work for him. In this, I sometimes think the few girls
who attend my classes are worse offenders than the men - or at
least, less readily cured. It is very difficult to persuade them, either
men or women, that however" inflated" the language of poetry
may be it must nevertheless rise from the current diction of the age.

The cure lies partly in further reading, to increase awareness and
good taste in these matters, partly in developing an instinct for the
right word or phrase in a given situation - something that can only
come with much practice and a growing literary experience. Only
gradually does the apprentice come to see that he cannot call his
dead father "dad" in a serious poem or refer to "soup" or
" tubers" without offending against decorum and risking comic
(at least risible) associations; that" when we were little kids" and
"you gotta move fast" are as misplaced as "yonder hoary hill "
and " the trembling finger of dawn", especially when they occur in
the same poem!

Closely related to such solecisms as these - the result of in
experience as much as ill-judgement, I believe - is the tendency
either to the 18th-century inflation of "Would the balloonic spirit
rise higher/than learns in his flight" or the sheer prose of " Am I
like the majestic but short-lived thunder/whose noisy entry is
heralded by lightning/flashing with luminous fanfare". This last
example is taken from the first and unsolicited submissions of a
writer by no means lacking in ability. Like many of his predeces
sors, he needs to learn that more than half the art of language lies
in "pruning" - not putting words in but taking them out, so
that the remaining few work hard and work together.

Some economy may be achieved by a sparing use of qualifying
words (adjectives, adverbs), thus" creating" rather than describing
a person, place or situation, and those that are used must be original
in their conjunction, strategic in their placing. This is the first step
towards converting simile into metaphor and metaphor into single,
dominating figure which is the "secret" of all successful poetry
(whose thrill is conjured ,by the words but somehow lies beyond
them). ',' .. ., .\ e
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2. Three Poems

when I gaze at the babbling crowd,
I hear the music of all the world
and the gurgle of children unborn

when I listen to the falling rain
I see the leaves dancing
and the wind singing

the wind dancing
and the leaves singing
and the crowd babbling

nodding and red-eyed,
I sing and sing and sing with the crO'Wd,
a great he-goat smelling suddenly by,
sniffing at the crowd, at me, at rain falling

from the sky
sniffing long at the leaves
biting off some le{lf)es;
that wayed to the deep drowsy requiem of

the rain

am I losing my babbling crowd
to a great he-goat-chase?

my dark fertile crowd
pursuing a great he-goat,
like she-goats
under heavy black rain
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